




Towards enabling accessibility of Telecom Services 
to more than 95% of the Population in the Sultanate 
of Oman.
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 TRA’s MISSION, VISION &
 VALUES

We are the national authority to regu-
late the telecommunications and postal 
services sectors by translating govern-
ment policies into regulations, rules and 
guidelines and ensuring their enforce-
ment and compliance to enable com-
petitive and sustainable supply of ser-
vices in order to facilitate access and 
safeguard the interest of users with re-
spect to price and quality.

 To have the right regulatory envi-
ronment to enable the provision of 
world-class services to all by 2018“

”

TRA’s MISSION TRA’s VISION

GOVERNANCE
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Transparency

Ethics

Accountability

Teamwork

Customer Focus

Fairness

TRA’s VALUES
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WHO WE ARE

The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) of the Sul-
tanate of Oman was established in 2002, to liberalize and pro-
mote the telecommunications sector under the Telecomunica-
tions Act which was issued under the Royal Decree No. 30/2002. 
In 2012, the Telcommunication Regulatory Authority was man-
dated to regulate Oman’s Postal Sector in accordance with the 
Postal Service Regulatory Law, which was issued by the Royal De-
cree 71/2012 to reform, liberalize and develop the market within 
the Sultanate.
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 THE TRA
BOARD

H.E. YAHYA SAID AL- JABRI
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

MR. KHALAF ABDULLAH AL- SAWAFI
MEMBER 

DR. SALIM SULTAN AL- RUZAIQI
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 H.E. DR MOHAMMED HAMAD AL- RUMHY
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Oman’s economy passed through a challenging phase and remained resilient with the support of 
strong and well performing sectors like the telecommunications.  During this critical period, the 
operating licensees in the sector maintained the trajectory of growth in terms of both subscribers’ 
base and revenues; investment in infrastructure to sustain their growth was also in evidence. The 
government took an important decision to license a locally spurred company (yet to be formed) to 
implement the third mobile license and thus terminated the process pursued under the 3MNO bid-
ding earlier.

TRA has successfully completed the implementation and commissioning of Satellite Radio Monitor-
ing Station (SRMS). This project is a strategic asset for TRA signifying a pioneering effort in the MENA 
region. SRMS facility is aimed to provide the authority with the equipment and tools suitable for the 
monitoring of variety of space related services. With this station, TRA will be able to monitor all the 
space signals received in the Sultanate and resolve any harmful interference cases in the space ser-
vices. Additionally, with such facilities, TRA will have the ability to identify any inappropriate usage 
of spectrum for space services.

TRA has established a national level team for the fifth generation (5G) of the international mobile 
telecommunication (IMT). The 5G national team include members from TRA and the mobile network 
operators in the Sultanate, who aim to develop a 5G strategy that will facilitate the 5G-network de-

 CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

 H.E. DR MOHAMMED HAMAD AL-RUMHY
CHAIRMAN
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 CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

ployment in Oman and will address the likely challenges that surface during implementation. 

TRA has issued a decision in accordance with the provisions of Access & Interconnection regulations directing 
the dominant licensees to alter their draft reference access and interconnection offers to facilitate enhanced 
competition and promotion of entrepreneurship among the Small & Medium Enterprises to participate in this 
growing sector. The decision comprises both price and non-price terms of the reference offers for identified 
markets and services and this is a significant hallmark in the authority’s pursuit to sustain competition in the 
sector.

The authority is in the final stages of issuing the regulations and guidelines for the postal services sector pri-
marily to address the aspects of competition and quality of services; these would be aligned with the policy 
framework being developed by the Ministry. The sector is witnessing the onset of active e-commerce activities 
involving all the postal licensees including Oman Post who have established special arrangements for the last 
mile delivery of parcels.

The authority has issued a decision providing the framework and process for the renewal of existing mobile 
network operating licenses that are due for renewal in 2019 & 2020. Preparatory actions have commenced 
to facilitate the license renewal process in accordance with established regulatory principle of certainty and 
predictability.
An extensive measurement of coverage characteristics across the Sultanate is just completed and the results 
would establish the much required data on areas with types of coverage including those few with no footprint 
at all (expected to be very minimal). The country would soon achieve the distinction of ‘fully covered’ status 
thanks to the concerted efforts of all the stakeholders in the sector.

Much gratitude is due to the constant and continuous visionary guidance being provided by His Majesty Sultan 
Qaboos and His untiring patience to chart Oman in the path of sustained growth.  I thank the staff of TRA and 
our sector members for their continued pursuit to achieve excellence in their respective duties and functions.
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TRA focused on two of its strategic pillars viz. coverage and quality of services in 2017 to ensure avail-
ability of telecom services across the Sultanate (to reduce the number of unconnected villages and 
households), while making sure that the younger strata of the society got access to broadband to do 
their studies and join the information age. There has been a steady growth in all segments of the sec-
tor boosting fixed and mobile subscriber base and increase in the broadband uptake.

Though the country could not get a third mobile license issued as was earlier envisaged, the com-
petition within the mobile segment evolved around two network operators and two of the resellers. 
Price consolidation and service up gradation kept up pace with international developments and the 
consumers and the business continued to obtain services according to their expectations. TRA hopes 
that the publishing of Reference Access and Interconnection offers by the dominant licensees, once 
finalized, would further strengthen the competitive process by incentivizing small and medium enter-
prises to join the telecom industry by providing value added services by utilizing the wholesale offers 
from the network operators. 

TRA has engaged a third party consultant specialized in field measurement to conduct field measure-
ment for coverage and quality of service .The project was related to measuring the performance of 

EXECUTIVE
 PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT

 H.E DR.HAMED SALIM AL-RAWAHI
 EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT 
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the mobile networks in all available access network technologies (2G, 3G, 4G) in all the villages in the 
Sultanate of Oman. 

Voice and Data services were tested in order to simulate the end-user experience as closely as pos-
sible. The measurements were taken outdoors and indoors, at certain times of the day, to capture the 
network performance. 

The project of coverage assessment is to be completed in 2018. The results of the field measurements 
will be shared with the public, so that people can know the level of mobile coverage and quality in 
their villages. The results will also be shared with the mobile service providers, so that they can en-
hance in the service in the inadequately covered areas.  

TRA has developed an Auctioning system for bidding special numbers in the Diamond and Gold cat-
egory through the operators’ websites. The authority has issued a framework and policy to ensure that 
managing the Auctioning process (for the Numbers) is done online and to ensure the availability of 
these numbers for all the consumers in a transparent way. The TRA expects to start the project by Janu-
ary 2018 for the mobile network operators.  

TRA continues its efforts to promote IPV6 among the users and spreading the awareness among major 
corporate and government sector members for a smooth transition. 
Pilot projects and a roadmap for embracing 5G in the sector aligned with ITU’s guidelines and interna-
tional trends have commenced with the active engagement of the industry stakeholders. 
Ecommerce is gaining momentum and the postal service providers are raising up to the demands of 
the consumers by enhancing their service offerings by engaging with last mile service providers ex-
ploiting the ICT tools available for tracking and safe delivery of parcels. 
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 HIGHLIGHTS &
MILESTONES

Snapshot of Newsletters and Twitter Posts
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EVENTS

MENOG2017 meeting  was hosted in Muscat from 16-20 April 2017. MENOG offers a great opportunity to network 
with experts, share experiences and knowledge, present and discuss the latest networking innovations, and dis-
cover new business models and applications. It is a highly selective meeting attended by experts and interested 
people from the industry, academia and government entities. During this meeting, MENOG celebrated its10th 
anniversary with a record attendance. MENOG17 program included two workshops and a plenary session. 
The first workshop covered a variety of topics about implementing IPv6 including building a scalable IPv6 ad-
dressing plan, security, and implementation of IPv6 in Boarder Gateway Protocol (BGP). The ultimate goal of the 
workshop was to create awareness on methods needed to adapt this latest internet addressing protocol in their 
networks and to build technical capacities to accommodate the various applications and services for more effi-
cient and secure networks. 
The second workshop enabled the participants to understand the concepts of Domain Name System (DNS) and 
its operations and configurations.

TRA with the cooperation of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), hosted the Regional Radiocom-
munication Seminar 2017 for Arab Countries (RRS-17-Arab) which was held in Muscat, Oman, from 10th to 14th 
December 2017.
The seminar covered the basic concepts of spectrum management at national and international levels, their links 
with ITU Radio Regulations (RR), ITU and ITU-R structures and functions, including the study groups and BR depart-
ments, and ITU basic texts, with the main focus on RR and their associated Rules of Procedure (RoP).
The seminar also covered the following topics:
• Recording of frequency assignments in the Master International Frequency Register (MIFR)
• The modifications to the RR, associated WRC Resolutions and ITU-R Resolutions decided by the last World Radio 

Conference (WRC-15)
• WRC-19 Agenda: challenges and opportunities for Arab Countries
.    ITU-R Recommendations and best practices
.      Workshops in terrestrial and space stations

Middle East Network Operators Group (MENOG) 2017

Regional Radiocommunication Seminar 2017 for Arab Countries (RRS-
17-Arab)
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Preparation works for World Radio Communication Conference in 2019 
(WRC-19)

Following the continuous efforts to be a leader in the region for the preparation works of WRC-19, TRA provided 
the assigned GCC team for WRC-19 preparation with 19 working documents including reports for agenda items 
regarding spectrum managements, science services & space services along with Oman initial positions toward 
all WRC-19 agenda items. Moreover, TRA, who is a Vice Chairman of ASMG for the period 2016-2019 and a Vice-
Chairman for the Conference Preparatory Meeting (CPM) for the WRC-19 provided the regional team (the Arab 
Spectrum Management Group ASMG) with a more detailed and comprehensive working mechanism. 

    High Frequency Coordination Conference (HFCC)

TRA attends the global High Frequency Coordination Conference twice a year in order to coordinate Oman’s ad-
ministration short wave frequencies. This is to ensure interference-free shortwave broadcasting during winter & 
summer seasons. TRA is also responsible for these frequencies notification in International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) for Radio Sultanate of Oman (RSO) & Babcock Communications Ltd (BBC).
The graph below summarizes the no. of coordinated and notified frequencies in 2017 for RSO and BBC.
o Season A: summer/ from end-March to end-October 
o Season B: winter/ from end-October to end- March of the next year

Coordinated & Notified frequencies in HFCC 2017
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   World Telecom Day

The TRA celebrated the World Telecomunication and Information Society Day in cooperation with the Ministry 
of Transport and Communications, which coincides with May 17th annually. This celebration is an affirmation 
of the role of telecommunications and ICT in affecting changes in all economic and social fields, improving the 
life of the individual in society, and the empowerment of economic projects in all sectors. The global chosen 
theme this year is "Big Data for Big Impact" which shows the role and importance of data in overall socio-
economic development.

   World Post Day

TRA and the Ministry of Transport and Communications celebrated the International Day of Post 2017, which 
concides with 9th of October annually in order to enhance awareness of the role of the mail, its importance to 
the people and the opportunity to highlight the products and services offered.

     Global Symposium for Regulators (GSR)

The Global Symposium of Regulators (GSR) brings together heads of national telecommunication / ICT regula-
tory bodies from around the world, an annual global forum bringing together regulators to share their views 
and experiences on the most pressing regulatory issues they have identified.   The seminar also promotes a 
vital global dialogue for regulators and industry (GRID) between regulators, policy makers, industry leaders 
and other key ICT stakeholders. The Global Dialogue during the Symposium provides a neutral forum for ITU-D 
sector members to exchange their views on the key issues facing the ICT sector.
The theme of the symposium that was held from 11-14 July 2017 was of “Living in the world of digital oppor-
tunities”. 
The symposium highlighted the importance of cooperation in an environment where digital transformation 
takes place across sectors (telecom vs. Financial), the needed collaboration among stakeholders for enabling 
an environmental renaissance for innovation, investment and opportunities for all in an ICT ecosystem,  and 
the encouragement for  the introduction of digital financial integration with a focus on security aspects of 
digital financial services.
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      World Telecommunication Development Conference (WTDC17)

ITU held the World Telecommunication Development Conference (WTDC), through the International Develop-
ment Bureau (BDT), between two Delegates' Plenipotentiaries for the consideration of topics and projects and 
programs related to telecommunication development. These conferences identify strategies and objectives for 
telecommunication / ICT development and provide guidance to ITU-D on future work.
The World Telecommunication Development Conference was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, from 9-20 Octo-
ber 2017. 
The objectives of the WTDC17 included:  the need for strengthening international cooperation and agreement 
on telecommunication / ICT development issues and ensuring a modern and secure infrastructure for telecom-
munications / ICT for the development of infrastructure and services and the importance of promoting an ena-
bling regulatory and policy environment for the sustainable development of telecommunications / ICT.
In addition, the WTDC had   adopted the proposed Arab States initiatives for the upcoming four (4) years such 
as the initiatives on:
Environment, Climate Change and Emergency Communication, Confidence and security in the use of telecom-
munications / ICT, Digital Inclusion, The Internet of Smart Things and Cities and Massive Data and 
 Innovation and Entrepreneurship

     World Telecommunication / ICT Indicators Symposium (WTIS)

The Telecommunication Development Bureau (BDT) of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) or-
ganized the World Telecommunication / ICT Indicators Symposium (WTIS), which was held on 14-16 November 
2017 in Tunis and is considered to be one of the  most important global forums for telecommunication and 
information society measurements. It includes high-level discussions on key issues related to ICT policies and 
data. It brings togethet delegates from all over the world, ranging from government ministers and / corporate 
leaders, to national regulators, statisticians, leading academics, producers and analysts of ICT data. The objective 
of the symposium is to discuss new and emerging issues relating to ICT data and statistics, and their role in pro-
viding strategic guidance for the international community for policy development, and to develop standards 
and methodologies for the production of precise and more meaningful  statistical data and indicators.
 The symposium discussed several topics ( such as better data to promote the appropriate investment climate, 
and utilization of big data to measure the information society). The report on the measurement of the informa-
tion society for 2017 showed an improvement in the global index of the Sultanate, where it rose from 64th to 
62nd in the world,  and ranked fifth in the Arab countries. 
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AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS

Fraud Awareness Campaign is a National Campaign launched on 30th May 2017 in collabora-
tion with the concerned organizations including Royal Oman Police, Public Persecution, Cen-
tral Bank of Oman, Oman Telecommunications Company, Omani Qatari Telecommunications 
Company and Public Authority for Television and Broadcast.  
The Campaign is targeting citizens and residents in Oman. The aim of the campaign is to 
minimize the impact of such fraud and spread the awareness among the public regarding fraud calls and messages 
requesting personal information. The campaign advises not to interact with such contacts and not to disclose any 
data or personal information that may be used in some bad or harmful way. 
The campaign aimed to reduce the electronic fraud through many means, such as:
• The Technical Track, which aimed to find technical solutions to minimize and limit the phenomenon. 
• Programs and Activities: including the publication of a series of short awareness films, which discussed differ-

ent methods of fraud.
• Awareness announcements: posted on social networking sites and some public roads in Muscat,in addition to 

advertising on some websites of local newspapers. 

The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) participates annually in local exhibitions and festivals in order 
to raise public awareness of the telecommunications services, highlighting the role of the Authority in the develop-
ment of the sector and the achievements accomplished at the local and international levels. TRA participated in the 
IT, Telecom and Technology show (COMEX 2017) during 28th March to 1st April. The TRA stall included a number of 
awareness stations, publications and brochures, as well as activities and events accompanying the exhibition and 
a special questionnaire on children's use of telecommunications services and devices. A poster was also launched 
which included the most important rights of the users in the telecommunications sector.

   COMEX Exhibition 

Fraud Awareness Campaign
(Scam and fraudulent calls)
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The poster below was used to summarize users’ rights :

     Know Your Rights

The initiative aims to raise the awareness of the society on the rights stipulated in the Telecommunications Regu-
latory Law by preparing a publication to be placed in the outlets of telecom service providers  so that users can 
access them and identify their most important rights as telecommunication service providers.
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COMMUNITY
CARE 

TRA Women 

   His Majesty’s Vision

His Majesty stressed his vision on the role of Omani women, when he said: ‘‘We have never overlooked the educa-
tion of women who represent half of the society’’.
                           9 August 1970.

‘We call on Omani women everywhere, in the village and the city, in urban areas and in the countryside, in the 
plains and in the mountains to contribute to economic and social development with their individual abilities, skills, 
expertise, and positions in society. The homeland needs all citizens to continue the march towards progress, stabil-
ity, and prosperity. We call on Omani women from this podium to shoulder their vital part in the society, and we 
are convinced they will respond’.
                                                       26th December 1994  
                                                                                                                                - Al Alam Palace 

 

The women demographics in TRA are represented in the figure below:

Female Staff Hold
Managerial
positions

Hold
Bachelors
Degrees

Hold 
Masters
Degrees

27.5% 12% 48% 38%
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Following His Majesty’s emphasis on the role of Omani Women, TRA is among many of the organisations in Oman 
that care about equal rights between men and women. Almost all job opportunities are not specific to men, and 
women are welcomed to compete and they are treated fairly for jobs in TRA including managerial positions. More-
over, TRA encourages women to come forward and take initiatives that specifically interest women. 

Corporate Social Responsibility
    Charities

The TRA is keen to be part of any initiative that would give back to the society. The TRA has distributed all the 
income obtained from special numbers to charities and institutions in coordination with the Ministry of Social 
Development. 
On an annual basis, TRA requests these associations to submit their annual plan and focus of development for the 
next year, and accordingly, the income is distributed to suit their plans. 
In 2017, a total of R.O 300,000 has been distributed to Omani charities and social development institutions. 

     Awareness 

In 2017, the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) committed itself to its national and social responsi-
bilities. Its role is not only to develop the telecommunications and postal sectors, but also to participate and take 
part of national efforts in community related events. Therefore, the TRA participated in supporting the launch of 
the Child Protection Line, before the Ministry of Social Affairs, which aims to provide social and psychological sup-
port for the child.
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 SECTORS
PERFORMANCE

THIS SECTION DISPLAYS VARIOUS STATISTICS AND PERFORMANCES RELATED TO THE 
TRA’s SCOPE AS A REGULATOR. THESE STATISTICS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• Telecom Sector Performance
• Postal Sector Performance
• Domain Name Statistics
• Radio Licenses Statistics 
• Type Approval Statistics 

Telecom Sector Performance 

There has been a steady growth in all segments of the sector boosting fixed and mobile subscriber base and in-
creasing the broadband uptake. The sector has eleven (11) telecom service providers classified as per their License 
type as shown in the following table:

         Overview
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Class IIIClass IIClass I

-

-
Omantel, Ooredoo

Fixed Telephone 
(voice)

Omantel, Ooredoo, AwasrFixed Broadband
Renna, FriendiOmantel, OoredooMobile Cellular (voice)
Renna, FriendiOmantel, OoredooMobile Broadband

Zajel

Omantel, Ooredoo, Teo, Connect Ara-
bia International, Awasr

International Gateway

Rignet
Azyan
Mahd

OBC (Fixed Broadband Infrastructure)1 

Madakhel (submarine communica-
tions)

Others

Telecom Service Providers 2017 1 License to be awarded
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• The telecom sector in-
cluding all the telecom 
service providers in op-
eration (Class I, Class 
II, Class III) generated 
total Revenue of RO 
854.582 million during 
year 2017 achieving 2% 
growth over the year 
2016. 

• 70% of the telecom rev-
enue is coming from 
the mobile services, 
29% from fixed services, 
and the remaining 1% 
contributed by other 
telecom services.

• The average revenue 
per mobile subscrip-
tions reached 7.2 RO by 
end of 2017. 

Telecom Revenue, RO:
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• The average revenue per 
fixed telephone subscrip-
tions reached RO 4.1 by end 
of 2017. 

• The average revenue per 
fixed internet subscriptions 
achieved RO 27.1 by end of 
year 2017
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Telecom Investment, RO  

• Total telecom investment 
of 2017 covering all the 
telecom service providers 
(Class I, Class II, and Class 
III) achieved 236.467 RO 
during year 2017.

• 41.4% of the telecom 
service provider’s invest-
ments are in mobile, 33% 
in fixed telephone service, 
25.4% in fixed broadband, 
and 0.2% in other telecom 
services.

(Total Telecom Investment RO). Total Telecom Investment includes
operators, resellers and other telecom service providers of class I, II & III. 
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    Collected Royalties

The total royalty collected from active licensees for the year 2017 is: RO 53,916,890. The table below 
displays the details with comparison to the years 2015 and 2016:

201720162015
13,161,56214,756,79813,096,549Omantel 

Class I

20,740,15018,856,70018,448,331OmanMobile
18,656,94317,448,78115,681,564Ooredoo

36,45000Awasr
4,67500Connect Arabia Intl

285,469221,554176,272TeO
0029TeO

Class II 452,332339,296176,813Majan (Renna)
466,826429,159445,015FriendiMobile
91,66280,67966,347Rignet 

Class III
20,82123,26115,712AzyanTelecom

53,916,89051,934,67448,106,633Total
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• Mobile Subscriptions 
reached 6.944 million sub-
scriptions by end of 2017 
with an increase of 78 thou-
sand Subscriptions com-
pared to the previous year.

• The mobile penetration rate 
per inhabitant increased 
to 152.3% in 2017 compar-
ing to 151% by end of 2017.

• Mobile prepaid represents 
90.63% of the total mobile 
subscriptions with 6.293 mil-
lion subscriptions. While the 
mobile postpaid reached 
651 thousand by end of the 
year.

Mobile Services:
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• In terms of revenue the mar-
ket share in terms of subscrip-
tions for Ooredoo represents 
43%, while Omantel and Re-
sellers possess 42% and 15% 
respectively.

• The year 2017 ended with 
509,756 fixed telephone 
lines. This shows a growth 
of 21% over the previous 
year. This is caused by the 
technical adjustments in the 
previous calculation of this 
indicator by the service pro-
viders as per ITU standards.

• The fixed line penetration 
rate in terms of household 
increased as well from 73% 
in 2016 to 87% in 2017.

Fixed Services:
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• Following Muscat, Bati-
nah North is the highest 
among the rest of gover-
norates, while Al-Wusta 
has the lowest percent-
age of subscriptions.

• The composition of resi-
dential and business fixed 
lines changed to 73% and 
27% respectively.

• More than half of the to-
tal fixed lines are within 
Muscat Governorates as 
shown in the chart with 
54%.

Percentage of Fixed Line Subscriptions
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Internet Services:

• At the end of 2017, there were 
351,335 total Fixed Internet sub-
scriptions showing an increase of 
30% against the previous year.

• Fixed Internet subscriptions’ pen-
etration rate in terms of house-
holds increased by 13% to reach 
60.1% by end of year 2017.
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• By end of year 2017, the 
Active Mobile Broadband 
subscriptions increased to 
4.352 million.

• Mobile Broadband pen-
etration per inhabitant in-
creased to 95.4% by end of 
year 2017.

• The Fixed Broadband sub-
scriptions including DSL, 
fixed wireless, FTTH, Inter-
net Leased Lines, and others 
have grown by 30.7% over 
the previous year.

• Fixed Broadband pen-
etration per household in-
creased to 59.7% by end of 
year 2017.
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Telecom Employment 

• TRA achieved 95.4% 
Omanisation by the 
year-end, and the Tel-
ecom sector achieved 
89.9% Omanisation by 
the year end.  

153

157

160

156

154

• Employment by tel-
ecom service providers 
including Class III licen-
sees reached 3,929 by 
end of year 2017 with 
a reduction of 10 em-
ployees compared to 
year 2016. 

• Total TRA employees 
were 153 by end of year 
2017 compared to 157 
employees in 2016.
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Postal Sector Performance 
    Introduction

Postal services continues to be one of the main means of communication, goods transport and helps strengthen 
relations between groups and individuals as well as facilitates commerce in new and innovative means locally and 
internationally through e-commerce.
In this regard, the TRA is keen to facilitate postal service providers to provide postal services to the public using 
the means of modern technology and best practices in terms of quality and price.  The classification of mail ser-
vices are shown in the figure below:

In the past few years, the world has seen a decline in transactions using traditional mail due to the electronic re-
placement of this service. This is reflected in the decrease in the number of domestic and international transactions. 
However, there has been a significant increase in the international market, with incoming international registered 
mail increasing by 58% as well as an increase of 117% in local parcels services and 9% for international incoming 
parcels. 

The international incoming express mail services account for the largest share of the postal services, as it comprises 
50% of the total express market. This is indicative of the dynamics of the Omani market and the gradual but con-
tinuous growth of e-commerce.
The growth of the outgoing express mail shipments could also signify growth in e-commerce due to the increase 
in the volume of shipments from Oman to the rest of the world by 18%.

 

    Annual Growth Indicator

Percentage (%)20172016TrafficIndicatorServices
-9%85,21093,795local

Registered Mail

Traditional 
Mail Service

58%731,136464,073International Incoming
-2%66,65068,358International Outgoing

117%5,5572,560local
Parcel 9%18,60617,014International Incoming

-35%8,15712,618International Outgoing
39%915,316658,418TMS Total
16%276,138237,880Local

Express 
Mail Service

4%634,392612,842International Incoming  and Ecommerce
18%357,270303,815International Outgoing
21%1,267,8001,154,537EMS Total
20%2,183,1161,812,955 Grand Total

Omaniza-
tion

Number of Work-
ers

No. of 
Branches

ActivityCompany nameSerial
ExpatOmani

       98%9             39982
Traditional 

Mail
Express Mail

Oman Post1

67%29607Express MailDHL Worldwide Express & Company LLC2

42%64476Express MailAramex Muscat L.L.C.3
33%26133Express MailElite Enterprises L.L.C4

57%23316Express MailOman Postal Express (Fed Ex)5
64%10183Express MailGulf Agency Company (Oman) L.L.C6

76%4131Express MailFalcon Air Services & Transport Co. L.L.C (UPS)7
32%21101Express MailMoon Express Cargo L.L.C8

43%431Express MailUnited Travel L.L.C (OCS)9
0101Express MailMuscat Post L.L.C10

22%723Express MailBlue Moon Inland Cargo ExpressL.L.C11
33%421Express MailATS Express Investment  L.L.C(ATS)12

50%221Express MailAL Faghra Trading & Cont. (SkyNet)13
50%111Express MailFirst Flight Logistics L.L.C14

100%011Express Mail The Best Solution L.L.C15
85%2111Express MailIrsal AL Naqal AL Saree L.L.C16

74%207613119Sub total

The next table summarizes the annual growth of the postal sector between 2016 and 2017. 
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Percentage (%)20172016TrafficIndicatorServices
-9%85,21093,795local

Registered Mail

Traditional 
Mail Service

58%731,136464,073International Incoming
-2%66,65068,358International Outgoing

117%5,5572,560local
Parcel 9%18,60617,014International Incoming

-35%8,15712,618International Outgoing
39%915,316658,418TMS Total
16%276,138237,880Local

Express 
Mail Service

4%634,392612,842International Incoming  and Ecommerce
18%357,270303,815International Outgoing
21%1,267,8001,154,537EMS Total
20%2,183,1161,812,955 Grand Total

    Service Provider Details

Omaniza-
tion

Number of Work-
ers

No. of 
Branches

ActivityCompany nameSerial
ExpatOmani

       98%9             39982
Traditional 

Mail
Express Mail

Oman Post1

67%29607Express MailDHL Worldwide Express & Company LLC2

42%64476Express MailAramex Muscat L.L.C.3
33%26133Express MailElite Enterprises L.L.C4

57%23316Express MailOman Postal Express (Fed Ex)5
64%10183Express MailGulf Agency Company (Oman) L.L.C6

76%4131Express MailFalcon Air Services & Transport Co. L.L.C (UPS)7
32%21101Express MailMoon Express Cargo L.L.C8

43%431Express MailUnited Travel L.L.C (OCS)9
0101Express MailMuscat Post L.L.C10

22%723Express MailBlue Moon Inland Cargo ExpressL.L.C11
33%421Express MailATS Express Investment  L.L.C(ATS)12

50%221Express MailAL Faghra Trading & Cont. (SkyNet)13
50%111Express MailFirst Flight Logistics L.L.C14

100%011Express Mail The Best Solution L.L.C15
85%2111Express MailIrsal AL Naqal AL Saree L.L.C16

74%207613119Sub total
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   Offices

   Other Postal Services Providers

Number of Post boxes and Offices 

Post
 Offices

  Mail Distribut-
ing  Agents

Letter Depos-
iting Boxes

Private Post 
Boxes

Mobile Post BoxesGovernorates

17-3031,5701460 Muscat1

122197850-Dhofar2

4-81400-Musandam3

3-31320-Al Buraymi4

9-226218-Ad - Dhakhliyah5

9-136820-North Al - Batinah6

7-204250-South  Al - Batinah7

6-143730-South Ash - Sharqiyah8

71112850-North Ash - Sharqiyah9

5-123048-Adh - Dhahirah10

3-2450-Al - Wusta 11

82315469,5061,460Total

Oman Post
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   Offices

   Other Postal Services Providers

   Statistics 

Number of branchesGovernorates
24 Muscat1

5Dhofar2

-Musandam3

1Al Buraymi4

-Ad - Dhakhliyah5

5North Al - Batinah6

1South  Al - Batinah7

1South Ash - Sharqiyah8

-North Ash - Sharqiyah9

-Adh - Dhahirah10

-Al - Wusta 11

37 Total
119TOTAL Number of branches in the Sultanate

Number of branches per Governorate 

Volume Traffic Express Mail Items

Volume of Transactions of EMS  Services during 2017 (All Postal Providers )

Number of itemsitemSerial
276,138Local1

357,270International Outgoing2

266,546International Incoming3

367,846Ecommerce4

1,267,800Total
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28%

22%

50%

21%

29%Local

International Outgoing

International Incoming

Ecommerce

EMS Transaction 2017
Over the years, the trend in express mail has  continued its gradual increase, as shown in the graph below. 

Express Mail Services Trend from 2014 to 2017
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TotalNon – Document ItemsDocument Items ServicesSerial

213,75452,544161,210Local1

329,42564,871264,554International Outgoing2

580,079313,533266,546International Incoming3

1,123,258430,948692,310Grand Total

*Figures are from all Licensed companies  excluding Oman Post Company   

TotalInternational OutgoingInternational IncomingLocalNumbersSerial

32,3208,15718,6065,557Parcel1

882,99666,650731,13685,210Registered Mail2

915,31674,807749,74290,767Grand Total

38%

62%
Non-document Items

Document Items

The market share according to the classification of postal items 
for the Express mail service

   The volume of traditional mail service transactions during 2017

During the year 2017, there has been rapid growth in the volume of traditional mail and courier services.
Oman Post Company

Classification of postal services according to the nature of postal items ( Document or Non – Document)
Number of International Outgoing and Incoming Postal Items by type*
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10%

17%

7%
25%

58% 83%

Local

Local

International OutgoingInternational Outgoing

International Incoming International Incoming

Parcel Registered Mail

Other Traditional Services

TotalNumbersSerial

19,407Private mail bags1

76,239Government Transactions2

154Business Correspondance Replies3

97,153Grand total
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Domain Name perfornmance
      .om ccTLD, (.عامن) IDN and the Registry

As per the Telecom Act, it is part of the TRA mandate to manage and administer the registry of (.om), the ccTLD 
(country-code Top Level Domain) of the Sultanate of Oman, and (.عامن), the IDN (Internationalized Domain Name) 
of the Sultanate of Oman. 

In 2012, the TRA was granted the right to administer and operate Oman’s Arabic IDN (.عامن) on behalf of the Sultan-
ate.

The main activities of managing the top-level Internet domain names (.om) and (.عامن) are as follows: 
1. Operate and manage the registry and domain name systems of (.om) and (.عامن) 
2. Set rules, instructions and guidelines for the domain names registration
3. Accredit registrars and publish a list of their names 
4. Monitor the accredited registrars and registrants to check their compliance with the rules, instructions and 

guidance related to the registration of domain names
5. Promote the registration and use of (.om) and (.عامن)  domain names

    The Accreditation of the 6th Registrar

The accredited registrar is authorized by the TRA, according to Registrar Accreditation Agreement to receive and 
process applications for registration of internet domain names under (.om) and (.عامن) and to provide other related 
services, namely transfers, suspensions, and cancellations of domain names. The purpose of accrediting registrars 
is to provide more choices to consumers willing to register domain names under (.om) and (.عامن). During 2017, TRA 
accredited the 6th registrar, Interactive Solutions & Services. 
The six accredited registrars are:
 
1. Oman Telecommunications Company -Omantel 
2. Omani Qatari Telecommunications company – Ooredoo
3. Gulf Cyber Tech
4. Oman Data Park
5. Abu Ghazaleh intellectual Property- AGIP
6. Interactive Solutions & Services  
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     Domain Name Systems Refresh

A full Domain Name Registry and DNS Systems refresh was carried out during 2017. The systems refresh included 
new hardware equipment along with updated software for both the Primary and the Disaster Recovery Sites. The 
system is now up-to-date with new technologies and enhanced security, keeping in mind the importance of the 
availability of the system to the nation and its benefit to the national development. This was achieved with no 
down time to the availability of all (.om &.عامن ) domains and minimal downtime for registry transactions.

     Preparing for IPV6

During this system refresh IPV6 was tested through both Internet Service providers (Omantel and Ooredoo) and 
added to the (.om &.عامن ), DNS and Registry systems allowing them to handle both IPV4 (A) and IPV6 (AAAA) Do-
main records and Domain Name requests. 

The Internet Protocol address that is currently being used by most networks in the internet is IPV4 which is in an 
exhaustion phase. There are around four billion unique IPV4 addresses in the global IPV4 pool and, in February 
2011, the IANA (organization responsible for IP addresses allocation) allocated the last unused IPV4 address space 
in this pool. The future expansion of the Internet and new technologies could be compromised unless enterprises 
act now to safeguard their networks. IPV6 is the next generation of IP addressing as it is designed to account for 
the future growth of the Internet as the pool of IPV6 addresses contains a very huge number of unique addresses. 
This huge number of addresses is expected to accommodate the predicted growth and innovation of the Internet 
and Internet-related services over the coming years. TRA is among the first government entities to implement 
IPV6 and encourage others to follow the same. 
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Market Share
The diagram below shows the market share among the six Accredited Registrars for the year 2017. According to 
the statistics shown in the diagram, Omantel accumulates the largest share with 31%, followed by Ooredoo and 
AGIP having a market share of 19% equally, and Gulf Cybertech with 17%. ODP accumulates 13% and Interactive 
Solutions & Services which was accredited during the last quarter 2017 has 1% of the market share.

31%

19%

Omantel

Ooredoo

13%
1%

17%

19%

ODP
Interactive

Gulf  Cybertech

AGIP

Domain Names Market Share for 2017 

     Domain Names Statistics

Growth of .om & .عامن

During 2017, the total no. of . (.om) and (.عامن) registrations reached 3761, with 3699 registrations under (.om) and 62 
registrations under (.عامن)  . The graph below shows the growth of (.om) and (.عامن) registrations over the past 6 years.

Domain Names Registrations
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In order to keep the spectrum free of any interference, TRA takes immediate action to eliminate any type of interfer-
ence. The graph below presents statistics on the resolved Interference Complaints for 2017:

Inspection and Survey of Ships / Boats 

Harmful Interference Cases

Radio License Performance 
TRA conducted inspection visits for spectrum users in different areas of the sultanate in order to check the compli-
ance of technical specifications of the radio equipment in operation with the issued radio licenses. This includes 
the inspection of spectrum users in terrestrial services as well as inspection of ships/boats. As part of the process of 
issuing new radio licenses, surveys were carried out as well. The following graph presents the inspection statistics:
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Below are the statistics of frequency monitoring tasks.

      Statistics of Radio Licenses:

In 2017, the total number of radio licenses, compared to the last two years, has increased to 23,572. The new radio 
licenses issued were 2,898 while the number of those renewed was 20,674. However, the total number of licenses 
cancelled during 2017 were 1,379 excluding temporary licenses. The number of new frequency assignments 
made during 2017 was 5,897, as shown in the following graph.

No of Frequencies received by Fixed Monitoring Stations
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Type Approval Performance 
Safeguarding the interest of users and enabling of access to emerging technology and services are key inputs to 
TRA in approving the type of equipment deployed in the networks. To meet this objective, the equipment and 
devices are checked for their authenticity and performance supported by test results carried out by internationally 
approved laboratories. Type approval ensures reduction of fake devices that may produce radio electromagnetic 
radiation that could be harmful to the users. The section below displays statistics of TRA’s type approval activities. 

   Type Approval 

The types of equipment and devices approved fall into three categories viz.: mobile phones, radio equipment and 
terminal equipment. The graph below illustrates the type approved devices in these three categories from 2014 to 
2017.

     Releases to Customs Issued 

Bayan Electronic System is a unified window for the provision of customs services operated by the Directorate 
General of Customs of the Royal Oman Police. This system facilitates the process of customs clearance. 

No. of Approvals by Category 
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In 2017, TRA, in cooperation with the Directive General of Customs of Royal Oman Police established an electronic 
integration between Bayan System and the Type Approval system, which allows the dealers in  telecom equipment 
to process the release of their goods online. This new service, which launched in mid of 2017, facilitated the work 
of the dealers and as a result, there was a high increase in the number of release applications after the mid of 2017, 
as shown in the graph below.

Authorizations to Imports Issued

The graph below represents the number of authorizations to imports issued in 2017, and in comparison to 
the years 2014, 2015 and 2016.

No. of Authorizations to Imports Issued
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      Introduction 

The TRA has defined in its strategy the strategic vision: 

“To have the right regulatory environment to enable the provision of world-class services to all 
by 2018”

In defining world-class services, TRA has undergone various studies and benchmarked with neighboring 
countries and countries world-wide, to establish 4 key pillars that ensure that the services provided to the con-
sumers are of a world-class level. These 4 pillars are: High Quality of Services, Reasonable Prices, High Coverage 
of Services and Good Choice of Services. 

The 4 pillars can be summarized in the figure below: 

QUALITY PRICE COVERAGE CHOICE

WORLD-CLASS
 SERVICES

DIMENSIONS

 TRA’S VISION
Achieving World-Class Services

Under these 4 pillars, TRA works on many 
initiatives in order to meet its Vision. 
These are highlighted in the following 
pages. 
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        Quality of Services
       QoS KPI Reports based on TRA QoS Regulation 

TRA monitors the network and non-network related performances of service providers. The Quality of Service 
(QoS) Regulation defines key performance indicators (KPI) which are used to assess many aspects of the quality 
of service such as network availability, network accessibility, service accessibility, service-provisioning time, and 
complaint resolution times.

The figures below represent the Quality of Service performance according to these KPIs for Omantel and Oore-
doo for the year 2017.

 Mobile Service:
1) Drop-Call Rate: This indicator is used to measure the percentage of calls dropped as a ratio to the total 
number of calls successfully established. The maximum rate for the dropped calls as per the set KPI is (0.8 %).    

Percentage of 
Dropped Calls 
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2) Block-Call Rate: This indicator is used to measure the percentage of calls blocked due to congestion in 
the service provider’s network as a ratio of the total number of call attempts made to access and establish a voice 
call. The maximum rate for blocked calls as per the set KPI is (1.1%). 

3) Percentage of Billing Complaints Resolved within 10 working days: This quality indicator reports the 
percentage of billing complaints resolved within 10 working days. The time taken for an operator to resolve a 
billing complaint is the time, measured in working days, from the time a billing complaint is received to the time 
when the complaint has been resolved .The minimum percentage of billing complaints resolved within 10 work-
ing days as per the set KPI is( 90%) 

Percentage Of Calls Blocked Due to Congestion 

Percentage of Billing Complaints resolved within 10 working days ( mobile ) 
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Fixed Service:
1) Unsuccessful call ratio for local and national fixed calls: This indicator is used to measure the unsuccess-
ful local calls from a fixed line i.e. a call attempt that is made to a valid number with all digits dialed correctly follow-
ing a dial tone, and the calling user not receiving any busy, ring or answer tone. The maximum rate of Unsuccessful 
call ratio for local and national fixed calls as per the set KPI is ( 1%)

2) Percentage of faults cleared within 24 hours: This indicator is used to measure the time taken to clear/re-
solve a fault from the time a fault is reported to the service provider to the time when the service has been restored 
to normal working order. The minimum percentage of faults cleared within 24 hours as per the set KPI is (90 %).

Unsuccessful Call Ratio for Local and National calls

Percentage Of Faults To Be Cleared Within 24 Hours
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3) Percentage of Billing Complaints Resolved within 10 working days: This quality indicator reports the 
percentage of valid billing complaints resolved within 10 working days. The time taken for an operator to resolve 
a valid billing complaint is the time, measured in working days, from the time a billing complaint is received to the 
time when the complaint has been resolved. The KPI set is 90%.

        International Voice Service
 
1) Unsuccessful Call Ratio during busy hour: 
This indicator is used to measure the unsuccessful international calls during the busy hour i.e. a call attempt that 
is made to a valid number with all digits dialed following dial tone, where the called party busy, ring or answer 
state, is not recognized by the calling user .The maximum rate of Unsuccessful Call Ratio during busy hour as 
per the set KPI is (3% )

Percentage Of Billing Complaints Resolved Within 10 Working Days

Unsuccessful Call Ratio During Busy Hour 
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      Auditing Quality of Service KPI by Third-Party

TRA has engaged a third party consultant specialized in auditing Quality of Service (QoS) for the telecom sector 
(Cybercom) to audit the Quality of Services provided by Class-I Licensees (Oman Telecommunications Company- 
(Omantel) and Omani Qatari Telecommunications Company-(Ooredoo). 

The objective of this audit was to carry out a complete QoS Key Performance Indicators (KPI) audit to verify and 
assess the compliance of the service providers to the Quality of Service Regulation issued under TRA decision 
28/2016 and the corresponding QoS KPI measurement guidelines and methodology. The project was completed 
in August 2017.  

The audit showed high level of compliance of the operators in meeting the quality of service levels defined in the 
Quality of Service Regulation. The assessed KPIs either met or exceeded the minimum targets. The auditor also rec-
ommended some measures which may help in clarifying the measurements methodology guidelines and elimina-
tion of possible reporting discrepancies.  

        Field Measurements for Coverage and Quality:

TRA has engaged a third party consultant specialized in field measurement to conduct field measurement for cov-
erage and quality of service .The project was related to measuring the performance of the mobile networks in all 
available access network technologies (2G, 3G, 4G) in all the villages in the Sultanate of Oman. 

Voice and Data services will be tested in order to simulate the end-user experience as closely as possible. The meas-
urements will be taken outdoors and indoors, at certain times of the day, to capture the network performance. 

The project is to be completed in 2018. A representation of the results of the field measurements will be shared 
with the public, so that people can know the level of mobile coverage and quality in their villages. The results will 
also be shared with the mobile service providers, so that they can enhance in the service in the inadequately cov-
ered areas.  

QUALITY

COVERAGE
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Price of Services

   Tariffs and Competition

Overview: 
Overall, prices have been going down in both corporate and residential segments, there have been major revi-
sions in mobile postpaid data services and the corporate broadband plans. Roaming services have witnessed 
many reductions as well in actual prices and through the addition of more international destinations to the 
packages being offered. The prospect of new competition facilitated the reduction in prices. 
Below is a brief of the major changes in the services and tariffs in the market during 2017:

Mobile Services:
• Smartphone and devices installment scheme for postpaid customers was provided on a permanent basis 

along with postpaid plans, resulting in the the latest high-end smartphones being more accessible and af-
fordable to consumers, which increases data penetration.

• Both service providers provided extremely attractive postpaid contract offers for their subscribers, offering 
them higher value for their plans through increasing their data volumes for a period of 12 months or 24 
months subject to the duration of their contract. Such offers reduces the effective rate of the postpaid plans 
for the subscribers who opt into the contracts. Below are the approved permanent contract offers provided 
by the service providers:

Contract offersStandard offer
24 month12 monthData bundleMonthly FeesPackage name

2 GB1GB500 MB9 OMRBAQATI S

8 GB4 GB2 GB19 OMRBAQATI M

12 GB6 GB3 GB29 OMRBAQATI L

20 GB10 GB5 GB39 OMRBAQATI XL
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• Ooredoo provided their subscribers a very attractive feature; subscribers on a contract will be able to roll over 
their remaining data from the current month to the next month free of charge, providing them more flexibility 
to utilize their data allowance over a longer period.

• Omantel revised their postpaid mobile broadband prices offering higher data volumes at more attractive pric-
es with an extra SIM for data sharing for some of the volumes:

Data SIMPriceNew VolumeOld Volume
NA3 OMRNA500MB

NA5 OMRNA1 GB

NA10 OMR5GB3 GB

NA15 OMR10 GB5 GB

225 OMR30 GB10 GB

NA34 OMRDELETED15 GB

239 OMR50 GBNEW

NA59 OMR
70 GB (for existing  custom-

ers only)
30 GB

12 Months Contract24 Months Contract

Shahry    
10GB

Shahry 
5GB

Shahry 
2GB

Shahry 
500MB

Shahry    
10GB

Shahry 
5GB

Shahry 
2GB

Shahry 
500MB

20GB10GB4GB1 GB40GB20GB8GB2GB Included data
3,0001,5006002003,0001,500600200Included minutes
3,0001,5006002003,0001,500600200Included SMS

6035201060352010Monthly fee (RO)
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• For the prepaid segment, Omantel launched the Hayyak Your Way plan on a permanent basis offering custom-
ers an attractive alternative for bundled services that included unlimited calls and data volumes for general use 
and other volumes for social media as well as affordable add ons.

• The mobile resellers revised their mobile broadband plans too and they have been offering very competitive 
broadband plans and offers throughout the year.

International calls
VOIP International calls are being offered by the mobile resellers, several promotions have been made on the VOIP 
voice calls throughout the year by the mobile resellers. They continue to provide attractive international offers on 
the standard calls as well through bundling minutes to specific popular destinations.

Roaming
• The service providers introduced new revised international data roaming plans covering over 95 destinations 

including countries in Asia, Africa, Europe, the Middle East and Oceania regions offering higher data volumes 
than the previous plans.

• In flight data roaming tariff was revised to an unlimited data usage plan priced at RO 5.500, a reduction of over 
20% from its original price.

• Omantel Jawazak GCC data volumes were doubled for the same price.
• Ooredoo provided their roaming plans called Ooredoo Passport to the GCC priced at RO 4 for the daily plan and 

RO 10 for the weekly plan which includes roaming voice call minutes. 
• The mobile resellers are also providing international voice roaming services to their subscribers; they are expe-

cted to launch the data roaming services very soon.

Smart ExtraSmart PlusSmartBenefits

OMR 15OMR 10OMR 7Price
4 GB2 GB1 GBData
5 fav. numbers unlimited5 fav. numbers unlimited5 fav. numbers unlimitedVoice

4 GB for 5 tops social media2 GB for 5 tops social media1GB for 5 tops social mediaSocial Media

1 GB for 2 OMR1 GB for 2 OMR1 GB for 2 OMRData Add-on

2 OMR credit2 OMR credit2 OMR credit
Starter kit 
bonus
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Fixed Broadband
• Omantel launched wireless fixed home broadband through LTE to serve uncovered areas with broadband ser-

vices on a permanent basis offering subscribers volumes up to 100GB for RO 29 at speeds up to 16 Mbps.
• Ooredoo revised their LTE based home broadband plans to more attractive plans. Ooredoo also provided their 

customers with a permanent offer to have reduced prices on their Superfast Fibre Home Broadband services if 
they commit to a 12 month contract. 

12 Months (Change)No Contract
Contract Duration

22888684828250100755535
Monthly Sub Fee 

OMR

1Gbps300
Mbps

100
Mbps

50 
Mbps

20
Mbps1Gbps300

Mbps
100

Mbps
50 

Mbps
20 

MbpsDownload Speed

Unlimited100
Included On Net 

Minutes
ETC charge will be prorated on the remaining 
months of that contract period of amount 50 

OMR
0ETC OMR 

025Upfront Fee OMR

10% DiscountNA
International 

Minute Discount

• Corporate Broadband tariffs were revised by Omantel with discounts on the monthly rental reaching 55% 
offered on the higher speed ranges. Customers would get a further discount on the monthly rental of up to 
30% if they commit to a 2 year contract instead of a one year commitment.

• The price reductions on the Corporate Broadband was also reflected on the Educational tariffs, the TRA ap-
proved a price reduction of 50% on all the corporate broadband plans for the Educational sector.
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in some speeds where the revised tariff witnessed a reduction of 32% in some speeds and speed increases up 
to 29%.

• IPTV was introduced to corporate broadband plans as a value added service.
• The service providers revised the corporate plans provided to SME’s and SoHo’s by offering more attractive 

plans such as the new Aamali plan provided by Omantel and SME Pack provided by Ooredoo. Such revisions 
work towards enhancing the effectiveness of SME and enabling them to carry out their work through price 
effective plans. 

• Ooredoo revamped their internet leased line service for corporate to match Omantel prices as a reaction to the 
revisions launched by Omantel to compete with their offers.

• Awasr in turn revised their corporate FTTH plans, offering new plans to SME’s and offering further reductions 
to the educational sector ranging between 30% to 50% on the higher speeds.

Value Added Services

The service providers have focused greatly on the provision of new innovative value added service plans during 
2017, some of the plans that were provided are:
• Best Mobile TV by Omantel which provides premium TV content, with a daily 200bz plan and a weekly RO 1 

plan. 
• Ooredoo Stream on which offers unlimited streaming of Youtube and ViU content for RO 0.500/ day or RO 10/

month.
• Ooredoo TV is offered for RO 4 offering content from a various number of channels.

Corporate Offers

• Omantel Leased line prices were revised offering subscribers two options to stay at the old tariff and double the 
speed or to switch to the new reduced tariffs. The double the speed option had a reduction in tariff up to 45% 
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Directives

Long terms Contracts: The TRA issued a directive to the service providers informing them that if they wish to pro-
vide subscribers with a long term contract they should also offer subscribers the following:

The same service shall be offered on a no contract basis.
The difference between the long term contract and no contract terms shall be objectively justified with the 
relevant cost data.
The early termination charges shall not be more than the outstanding dues on account of the device or any 
other cost incurred by the service provider as a result of the termination.

Automatic renewal: The TRA Retail Tariff Regulation clearly indicated that the service providers should not auto-
matically renew the services except after taking clear approval from the consumers. Taking the service providers 
views in an attempt to ease the process in order not to impact customer satisfaction, the TRA allowed the service 
providers to give the consumers two different automatic renewal processes. 
• Consumers are given both options of renewal and discontinuation of the subscription before its expiry. The 

customer can opt in to automatically renew or opt in to subscribe once and not automatically renew after the 
subscription ends.

• Consumers are asked to give explicit consent for auto-renewal only once at the time of initial subscription. 
However, consumers should be able to opt out from auto-renewal at any time.

Limit on Starter Pack Offer: The value of the Starter Kit Offers including the credit and other benefits, will be limited 
to the price of the Starter Kit. Previously the value of the Starter Kit on offer was higher than the price of the starter 
kit which incentivized subscribers to purchase a large number of SIM cards to utilize the free allowance and then 
dispose of the SIM which caused a burden on the numbering resources and impacted the competition negatively, 
especially that this practice was proven to be unhealthy and unsustainable in the long run.

i.

iii. 

ii.
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Coverage of Services

As part of TRA’s vision to ensure coverage of telecom services, and TRA’s Universal Service Obligations, three joint 
initiatives between TRA and operators have been progressing to provide telecom services in rural areas. 

      1   Initiative:

The establishment and installation of 200 mobile communications stations (100 Omantel, 100 Ooredoo) to cover 
around 250 rural villages.

The graph below summarizes the progress of this initiative until 2017. 

st

Progress of Coverage Initiative 
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The map below details the stations covered in all areas. 
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Activated Site in Shanoot Vil-
lage in Al Jabal Al Akhdhar 
area providing 3G services 

Wadi Madli in Al Khaburah 
City 

Telecom Station in mountain 
villages in Sur city

Wadi AL Uqaybah in Yanqil 
city

Al Dhahirah Governorate:

Al Sharqiyah South Governorate:

Al Batinah North Governorate:  

Al Dakhiliyah Governorate: 

   Snapshot of Activated Stations
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      2       Initiative
The construction and installation of 112 mobile communications stations (50 covered by Omantel and 62 covered 
by Ooredoo) to provide the mobile telecom service to 160 rural villages.
The graph below displays the progress of this initiative. 

nd

   Omantel Obligations ( 3    Initiative)
Obligations were imposed on Omantel out of the settlement in the outage of the company network for 8 hours in 
2014. It was agreed to impose an obligation upon Omantel to provide Broadband services to a number of villages 
in rural areas at a total cost of R.O 2 Million, in the following initiatives:

Part 1: Mobile Broadband Services (11 Sites) 

TotalProject Status No.
11Total Number of Mobile sites1

2No. of Built & activated Sites2

9No. of remaining sites3

   Site Visits
As part of TRA’s keenness to support the development of the telecom sector, His Excellency Dr. Hamed Al Rawahi, 
the Executive President of TRA, has participated in site visits annually to different villages in the Sultanate in order 
to check the requiremnts of these populated villages in terms of mobile services. 

In 2017, the site visits took place in villages in Bidbid, Al Batinah. 

TotalProject Status No.
7Total Number of Villages1

7No. of villages connected with the network 2

0No. of remaining villages3

Part 2: Fixed Broadband Service (FTTH)

Progress of Coverage Initiative 

rd
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1. Decision No. 47/2017: was issued and published on 21st September 2017. The amendment includes the 
following:

Choice of Services

   Decisions

The following two decisions were issued for amending some Provisions of TRA Decision No 133/2008 on “Issuing 
Regulations Organizing the Registration & Utilization of Frequencies & Radio Equipment & their Pricing”:

1. Decision No. 39/2017: was issued and published on 10th August 2017. The amendment includes adding 
new annex regarding the Administrative, Technical and Operational Requirements for the Operation of Ka-
Band Earth Stations in Motion (ESIM). 
ESIM is a satellite earth station mounted on a mobile platform such as an aircraft, ship, train or road vehicle, 
which uses the radio spectrum to provide broadband backhaul links via satellite. If the administrative, techni-
cal and operational requirements mentioned in this Decision are met, Ka-Band Earth Stations in Motion can 
operate in the uplink (Earth-to-space) frequency band 29.5-30.0 GHz and in the downlink (space-to-Earth) 
frequency band 19.7-20.2 GHz.

• Adding the Ka-Band (20/30 GHz) in the regulation for the frequency registration and equipment utilization 
fees for Fixed Earth Station (Hubs), Fixed VSAT Terminals and Mobile VSAT Terminals. The fees applied is the 
same fees of Ku-Band. 
The additional spectrum was added in preparation of any future demand in this band. Ka-band has become 
the band of choice for many satellite operators due to its increasing capacity, availability and its applicability 
for satellite services. 
 Moreover, Ka-band is not only the next generation frequency band expansion to Ku, it also encompasses a 
new type of satellite architecture, and new transmission and bandwidth management to provide higher qual-
ity, better performance and faster speed services. 

2.
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876 880 890 915

921 925 935 960GSM-R

E-GSM

E-GSM

GSM

GSM

GSM-R
Uplink

Downlink

* All frequencies in MHz

   Decision for the provision of Public Mobile Telecommunications Services

TRA has issued Decision 48/2017 on 2nd of October 2017 as a promulgating regulation on organizing the renewal 
of Class I licenses for the provision of public mobile telecommunication services. The aim of the regulation is to 
provide rules and procedures that have to be carried out on the course of renewing this type of license given that 
two such licenses are due to expire during the coming two years.  

   Decision on Reference Access and Interconnection Offers (RAIOs)

According to the Market Definition and Dominance Decision (MDD) (Decision No: 74/2013), Omantel and Oore-
doo were declared by the TRA as Dominant Operators in certain markets. By virtue of this decision, the dominant 
licenses have certain obligations, including preparation of Reference Offers. The TRA had issued the Access and In-
terconnection Regulation vide Decision No. 25/2016 on 17th April 2016. Article (44) of the said Regulation requires 
Dominant Operators providing Regulated Access and Interconnection (A&I) Service to prepare their Reference 
Access and Interconnection Offers (RAIO) in accordance with the structure and minimum content of RAIO speci-
fied in the said Regulation. RAIO, by nature is a draft agreement offered by a dominant licensee to other licensees 
for the provision of access and interconnection services. In the absence of RAIO, there is a general tendency from 
dominant licensees to delay the negotiations of agreements and service provisioning, making it difficult for other 
licensees to compete in a fair manner.

• A new section was added for the registration and utilization fees of the Global System for Mobile Communica-
tions – Railway (GSM-R) service. The GSM-R is an international wireless communications standard for railway 
communication and applications. The GSM-R license provides access to spectrum in the frequency band (876-
880) MHz uplink and (921-925) MHz downlink as shown in the figure.
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 Pursuant to the A&I Regulation, Omantel and Ooredoo submitted their First Draft RAIO on 29th May 2016. The TRA 
started reviewing the draft RAIOs based on the procedures for the development and approval of RAIO prescribed in 
the A&I Regulation and provided comments and observations after industry consultation and deliberations. Both 
dominant operators were asked to amend their respective RAIOs as the 2nd Draft RAIOs.
Finally, the TRA has reviewed the 2nd Draft RAIOs and directed Omantel and Ooredoo (Decision No. 68/2017) and 
(Decision No. 67/2017) respectively on 31st December 2017 to modify their draft RAIOs and to submit it for TRA 
approval within 30 days of issuance of the said Decisions. These Decisions require changes in both price terms and 
non – price terms of the RAIOs with the aim of providing a number of access and interconnection services to other 
licensees in a fair and transparent manner at reasonable prices. This would help in achieving the Sultanate’s goal of 
providing a variety of modern telecom services to the users by the service providers of their choice, at competitive 
rates. 

   Submission of Separated Regulatory Accounts by Dominant Licensees 

Based on dominance designation, certain ex- ante regulatory interventions are placed on dominant players in 
order to guard the market against possible anti-competitive behavior. Accounting Separation obligation is one 
of such remedies, which help the regulator in assessing anti-competitive practices such as predatory pricing and 
anti-competitive cross subsidies. 

In April 2016, the TRA issued the revised Accounting Separation Regulation and Accounting Separation Guidelines 
(SRAs). These Regulation and Guidelines provided clear scope of accounting separation obligation and removed a 
few ambiguities, which has caused some interpretation issues in the past. Further improvements have also been 
introduced in the procedures for getting more transparent reporting of separated accounts. 
 During 2017, Ooredoo submitted its first SRAs based on 2016 Accounts. Since it is their first year submitting these 
SRAs, these accounts were prepared based on Historical Cost Accounting (HCA), whereas from next year onward, 
Ooredoo is obliged to submit SRAs to be prepared based on HCA, CCA and LRIC. Omantel, however, has already 
been submitting its SRAs based on  HCA, CCA and LRIC since 2014. 
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   Authorizations 
Automated System for Vehicle Management Service:

The TRA has issued six (6) new authorizations for Automated System for Vehicle Management service, where the 
total reached forty (40) by end of 2017 because 3 authorizations were cancelled. Authorized entities provide iVMS 
(AVL) services in the Sultanate, which is requested by many corporates interested to monitor, track and manage 
their vehicles or in general mobile objects. The service is provided using the existing services of the licensed mobile 
networks. The chart below shows the accumulated total authorization per year for the last three years. 

   Private Networks for Personal Use

Private networks for personal usage are owned and operated by authorized entities and are used for private usage 
such as establishing physical links to transmit data between two branches and are not connected to the public 
network. The private network can be established by wireless links such as license free frequency band systems or 
licensed microwave radios or free space optical communication systems. 
During 2017, TRA has issued twenty-two (22) new authorizations for Private Network for Personal usage that would 
not be connected to the Public Network. During 2017, three (3) authorizations were renewed and the total number 
of Authorization is forty-three (43). The chart below shows the total authorization per year for the last three years. 

Private Networks

Automated System for Vehicle Management Service
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   Numbering Resources and their Allocation

As part of TRA’s responsibilities, TRA manages the public numbering scheme and is responsible for the National 
Numbering Plan. In addition, TRA is also responsible for developing the overall national numbering strategy in the 
national interest of the Sultanate.

   Auctioning System 

TRA developed an Auctioning system for bidding special numbers in the Diamond and Gold category through the 
operators’ websites. 

The TRA issued a framework and policy to ensure that managing the Auctioning process is done online and to 
ensure the availability of these numbers for all the consumers in a transparent way. The TRA expects to start the 
auctioning by early 2018.  

   Utilization of Passive Infrastructure Owned by Non-Telecom Companies:

During 2017 TRA issued one authorization to utilize passive infrastructure owned by non-telecom company.

       Applications for licenses:
TRA issued one class III license during 2017 to provide private telecom services by utilizing VSAT systems, which is 
the only license issued during the last 3 years 2015 to 2017.
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2017 
allocation

2016
allocation

2015
allocationType of Numbering resource

000Carrier Selection codes

001International Signaling point codes

171811National Signaling Point Codes

107,00099,000105,000Fixed Numbers

900,000900,0001,000,000Mobile Numbers

1111Voice Short Codes

2015356SMS Short Codes

10994113Toll Free Numbers

TRA ensures that the number allocation process is fair and transparent to provide a level playing field regarding 
the availability of numbers for all operators. Since numbers and codes are a national resource, TRA manages the 
National Numbering Plan in the interest of the Sultanate. 

The table below displays the up to date numbering resources allocated to the operators in year 2017 compared to 
2015 and 2016. The table highlights that in 2017 there is a decrease in demand for SMS short codes and for National 
Signaling codes. In addition, there is a slight increase in demand for fixed numbers and toll free numbers compared 
with 2016. On the other hand, the demand for mobile numbers remains the same as in year 2016. 
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 IMPROVING
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

E-Transformation

“We call upon all government institutions to speedily enhance their performance, 
and to facilitate their services, by applying digital technology in order to usher the 
Sultanate into the constantly evolving spheres for applying knowledge.”
   His Majesty Speech to   Oman Council
         2008

Future Plans

E-government transformation is a process that TRA adopted for a long time aiming at transforming its services to 
become accessible and available online. TRA has made a lot of progress in the past in this realm and has regarded 
this as an ongoing process that seeks to improve the quality of services provided making them better, faster and 
easier. 

During 2017, TRA continued its quest to develop its e-services, focusing mainly on business re-engineering and 
automation in addition to enhancing its integration with other governmental entities such as the Ministry of Com-
merce and Industry and Director General of Customs (ROP). TRA integrated its services with ROP Customs aiming 
to make it easier and faster to release imported telecom equipment. TRA also started implementing ID and SIM 
cards authentication for Type Approval e-services.
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   Preparations for 5G

TRA has established a national team for the fifth generation (5G) of the international mobile telecommunica-
tion (IMT). The 5G national team include members from TRA and the mobile service operators in the Sultanate, 
whom aim to develop a 5G strategy that will accelerate the 5G-network deployment in Oman and will overcome 
the difficulties that may face mobile operators, which would hamper the introduction of the 5G technologies in 
the Sultanate.
The team, accompanied by the concerned entities, participated in a 5G workshop in China to view the experi-
ences of other countries in deploying 5G networks. An action plan has been developed, whereby each con-
cerned entity will take the necessary measures to accelerate and facilitate the introduction of the 5G technol-
ogy. TRA’s role has been emphasized in the need for legislation and regulations facilitating mobile operators to 
adopt the 5G network-using infrastructure owned by the government entities.  

   Future Plans

During the year 2018, a 5G congress will be held in Muscat.
In addition, TRA is participating effectively in ITU studies in order to allocate new spectrum, which will be de-
cided by the WRC-19 conference next year.
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Total No. of Objections

           Monitoring and Audits 
The BR International Frequency Information Circular (BRIFICs)
As part of TRA’s strategic objective ‘Safeguarding the interests of Users’, TRA sets efforts to ensure the full protection 
of TRA licensed frequency assignments from harmful interferences against existing & future international terrestrial 
& space systems.
TRA analyzed a total of 84 International Frequency Information Circulars for both terrestrial & space systems in 
2017. BRIFIC is a service document in DVD-ROM format, published once every two weeks by the Radiocommunica-
tion Bureau.
BR IFICs Analysis includes:
• Analysis of Terrestrial Services & Space Services international frequency information circulars.
• Review of Published assignments & Recorded assignments in Master International Frequency Register (MIFR).
• Definition of affected administrations & notified administrations
• Specifying Coordination provisions
• Sending coordination requests to affected administrations & copy for ITU
• Sending objections/comments to ITU through Ministry of Transport & Communication (MoTC)

TRA also sent objections under RR23.13 to exclude Oman territory from the service areas of satellite networks in 
Broadcasting Satellite Service (BSS) in order to reduce the maximum extent radiation of these satellite networks 
over national territories unless an agreement has been made with Oman administration.
The graph below summarizes the statistics of these objections. 
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Violations 
As a regulator, it is TRA’s duty to ensure en-
forcement of the regulatory frameworks by 
supervising, monitoring and inspecting the 
telecom and postal sectors. This is directly re-
lated to the TRA strategic objective ‘Improve 
Regulations Enforcement and Decision Mak-
ing’. When non-compliance cases are identi-
fied, corrective actions are taken to address 
these violations.  In 2017, there were a total 
of 61 breaches and violations segregated in 
the following subjects:

   Monitoring 

Inspection Visits   
TRA checks the compliance of telecom deal-
ers in selling approved equipment by con-
ducting inspection visits all over the sultan-
ate. The statistics of these visits are shown 
from 2014-2017 in the next graph. 

Status No. Of ViolationsType of Violation
All violations closed 13Type Approval

Different penalties according to violation type. 4 

violations are still remaining
40Spectrum

All violations closed2Consumer Affairs

All violations closed4Regulatory and Compliance

All violations closed2Competition and Tariffs

Court Cases
There were five cases during 2017. Two of the cases were filed against TRA and the Claimant entities waived their 
cases. The other three cases are under process in the Appeal Court.  

Satellite Radio Monitoring Station 
TRA has completed the implementation and commission of 
Satellite Radio Monitoring Station (SRMS). This project is a 
strategic asset for TRA and is considered the first one of its 
type in the MENA region. SRMS project aimed mainly to pro-
vide the authority with the equipment and tools suitable for 
the monitoring of space services. With this station, TRA will 
be able to monitor all the space signals received in the Sul-
tanate and also resolve any harmful interference cases in the 
space services. Additionally, with such facilities, TRA will have 
the ability to identify any illegal usage of spectrum for space 
services. 
 

Inspection Visits
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               Customer Care Activities
Improving Customer experience is a key objective in the TRA strategy, as well as it is part of TRA’s mandate to always 
keep consumers’ interests as a priority in its role as a regulator. 

Under these responsibilities, TRA has key activities that add to improving customer experiences, which are high-
lighted below:

Handling consumer complaints: 
• Under this role, TRA receives and follows up with consumer complaints and provides a solution/decision to 

these complaints.
• Continuously improve the complaints management platform
• Provide statistics for better understanding of consumer complaints.

Provide Statistics and Trends:
In alignment with the TRA strategic objective to ‘increase knowledge on emerging services and technologies’, the 
TRA quarterly and annually develops statistics on consumer complaints and consumer interactions with TRA, in 
order to understand the trends in these statistics and the perceptions of the public about TRA’s services and the 
changes in the sectors in general. It also allows TRA to highlight areas of gaps and provide TRA with the opportunity
to plan beforehand a way to address all the issues that are faced with regard to consumer related activities. 

Provide awareness:
It is important to make sure that consumers are aware of telecom and postal aspects that may concern them, such 
as their consumer rights, the process of submitting a complaint, as well as providing knowledge on trending or 
recurring issues that can affect their decision making as consumers. TRA continuously provides awareness on these 
issues through various platforms. 
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   Value Added Services Complaints 

During the first half of 2017, the TRA received a number of individual complaints of charges for telecom services  
they did not subscribe to. The TRA contacted the operators to obtain information regarding the number of users 
involved in these services and how they were subscribed to. It appeared that most users have subscribed to the 
services by clicking on a link when they surf the Internet. 

The method may not be transparent and authentic, nor can it be ascertained that the user has accepted the ser-
vice, its terms and conditions, therefore, the TRA has coordinated with the operators to adopt more transparent 
steps and ensure that the user accepts the service and its terms and conditions by adding a new step to the steps 
that were followed to confirm the user's need to enter his phone number to receive a text message indicating his 
participation in the service and how to terminate the subscription, or to receive a one-time PIN used to sign up 
or confirm subscription. After a period of time, it may be noted that the complaints received by the TRA on this 
nature have decreased.
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Complaints Received for each Service Provider:
The graph below categorizes the complaints received by the telecom and postal service providers for the year 2016 
and 2017. 

2016

2015

2017
255

188

261

   Consumer Complaints Statistics

The illustrations below represents the highlights of the consumer complaints in 2017. 

Total number of complaints
The total no of complaints received in 2017 were 255. The chart below represents the statistics in comparison with 
2015 and 2016. 
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Complaints Received by Governorate:
The maps below display the complaints received from each governorate for the years 2016 and 2017, with the 
highest no of complaints received from Muscat. 

Muscat Muscat
Governorate

Dhofar Dhofar
Governorate

Musandam Musandam
Governorate

Outside Oman

Al Buraymi Al Buraymi
Governorate

Ad - Dhakhliyah Ad - Dhakhliyah 
Governorate

Al - Batinah al-  Batinah
Governorate

Ash - Sharqiyah
Ash - Sharqiyah
Governorate

Adh - Dhahirah Adh - Dhahirah
 Governorate

Al - Wusta

Al - Wusta
Governorate

1 1
1

3 3

10 9

46 36

43 48

125
137

1
0

25
15

6 6

2016 2017

Complaints Received by Service Type:
The majority of complaints were about internet services. The graph below displays the complaints by service type 
for the year 2016 and 2017. 
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   Complaints by Type of Service

The majority of the complaints received were about internet services. The chart below displays the complaints by 
service type for the year 2016 and 2017. 

Complaints by Service Type:

2016

2016

2017

2017

27% 17%

67% 79%4% 1%

2% 2%
Mobile Mobile

Internet Internet

Post Post

Fixed Fixed

Complaints Received by Type of Issue: 
The complaints received are categorized by the subject of the complaint. Below is a chart displaying the subject 
type of each complaint, highlighting that between 2016 and 2017, most complaints were on Billing and Payment 
and Connection.   

7%
3%

18% 13%

40% 38%

10%
5%

25%
41%

Data Roaming

Data Roaming

Other Other

Connection Connection

Network
Network

Billing & Payment
Billing & Payment

Complaints by Type of Issue Complaints by Type of Issue
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2016

2016

2017

2017

96%

74%

Businesses Businesses

Complaints Received by Type of Consumer:
The majority of the complaints were received by individuals as shown in the chart below for the years 2016 and 
2017.

4%

26%

Individuals

Open Complaints Cases Open Complaints Cases 

Closed Complaints Cases Closed Complaints Cases 

8%

11%

92%

89%

Individuals

Complaints by Type of Consumer

Complaints Status

Complaints by Type of Consumer

   Status of Complaints Cases

Due to the nature of complaints, some complaints require more efforts to be taken in order to solve them perma-
nently. For example, some internet services require network technical solutions, which could take time. Hence, 
some unique cases have still not been closed during the year, and some may have been carried over from the 
previous year. 
By the end of 2017, 292 complaint cases where closed; this includes cases that were open in 2016 and were carried 
over to 2017. The chart below displays the status of these complaints for the years 2016 and 2017. 

Complaints Status
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Closed Complaints for each Service Provider
The graph below displays the number of complaint cases closed by each service provider for 2016 and 2017. 

Timeliness of Complaints Handling
Between 2016 and 2017, TRA thrived to improve its efficiency in the timeliness of closing its consumer complaints 
cases. The charts below show the vast improvement in closing cases within 30 days, and displays the timeliness of 
all closed complaints for the years 2016 and 2017.

2016 2017

20%

27%

17%32%
35%

22%

28%
19%

OtherOther
Between 0- 30 Days

Between 0-30 Days

Between 31- 60 Days
Between 31- 60 Days

Between 61-100 Days

Between 61-100 Days

2017 Timeliness to Closing 
Complaint Cases

2016 Timeliness to Closing 
Complaint Cases
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   TRA Action on Complaints

Based on the nature of the complaint and the analysis taken, different types of decisions were taken. 

For each complaint, TRA took one of the following decisions:
• Complaint quit: The complaint has been cancelled either because the consumer withdrew his complaint or 

TRA has not been able to reach them to complete the complaints handling process.
• Rejection: Complaint was not accepted either because the consumer did not complete the full process of sub-

mitting a complaint or the complaint subject was not under TRA’s authorities. 
• Decision in favor of the beneficiary: TRA investigated and concluded that the consumer had the right to 

complain and the operator must compensate.
• Decision in favor of the company: TRA investigated and concluded that the consumer did not have the right 

to complain and the operator doesn’t need to compensate.
• Settlement: The complaint is not in favor of the operator or beneficiary, but the complaint was closed by both 

parties agreeing on certain terms that they see are satisfactory.

The figure below displays the statistics of the decisions taken on the complaints. 
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   Meetings and Requests by Consumers

Many consumers contact TRA physically or via email or phone in order to inquire about services or to request a 
service. Below are statistics detailing these actions. 

Consumer Requests for Network:
On a monthly basis, TRA received requests from consumers to have network services or to resolve network related 
issues. Below is a graph that displays the number of requests received by month for the years 2016 and 2017. 
 

   Meetings with Consumers

Consumers sometimes come and meet with TRA staff in the TRA building in order to explain the issues that they 
might have, or for enquiries and applications. These meetings are usually for: 
- General Inquiries. 
- Networking Applications.
- Submitting Complaint.
- Postal Service Complaint.
- Complaints Inquiries.
- Fraud Issue.
- Decisions 
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The statistics of these meetings with the consumers are shown below for the years 2016 and 2017.

 

   Fraud Incoming Calls

The TRA receives many complaints regarding fraud incoming calls. The charts below display the local and inter-
national fraud incoming calls, and the increase in local calls between 2016 and 2017. 

2016 2017

82%

18%
International Calls

Local Calls

2%

98%

% of Fraud Incoming Calls % of Fraud Incoming Calls

International Calls

Local Calls
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Financial Statements
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 Telecommunications
 Requlatory Authority

 Financial statements for
 the year ended December

31, 2017
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TRA Channels

Phone Numbers:
Call Centre: 8000000
TRA Ofice: 24222222
TRA Fax: 24222000

Emails:
General :TRAOman@tra.gov.om
Consumer: Consumer@tra.gov.om
                       Spectrum@tra.gov.om

Address:
P.O Box 3555
P C 111
Al Seeb, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman

Twitter: TRA_Oman
Youtube: TRA_Oman
www.tra.gov.om

Social Media:
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